
BROOK HOUSE INQUIRY 

Witness Statement of Joanne Buss 

I provide this statement in response to a request under Rule 9 of the Inquiry Rules 2006 

dated 12 January 2022. 

My address is known to the Inquiry, and I will say as follows 

Background 

1. I have 38 years' experience as a general nurse, and my experience of nursing in a 

custodial setting began while working for the Prison Service between 1994 and 

1999, and again between 2001 and 2004. I then worked at Tinsley House in 2004 

and left in 2006 to work as an agency nurse often working in local hospitals. 

Between 2008 and 2012 I also worked for the Police Service through Reliance 

Medical Services, attending people in custody who required medical attention. In 

2010 I returned to Brook House/Tinsley House, initially working at Brook House 

but soon after, around 2010/2011, I moved to Tinsley House where I remained as 

Senior Nurse until 2017. 

2. In February/March 2017 I moved to Brook House while the refurbishment of 

Tinsley House was carried out. I was promoted to the position of Clinical Lead for 

Tinsley House in May 2017, while still working at Brook House. From April 2017 

I didn't do much work with patients at Brook House because I was heavily involved 

in the preparations for the move back to Tinsley House. In May 20171 moved back 

to Tinsley House where I remained until my suspension on 5 September 2017. My 

shifts at Brook House were 07:00-19:30 three days per week. When I moved back 

to Tinsley House in May 2017 my shifts became 08:00-16:40 five days per week. 
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3. Healthcare at Brook House is in a physically separate space on the first floor, and 

this is where I spent the majority of my time. I would attend at 07:00 in the mornings 

and listen to the handover from the nightshift which usually lasted 30 minutes. 

There would usually be 5-6 Healthcare staff on a dayshift, excluding the doctors. 

Doctors were not in attendance permanently, and I believe they attended for 3-hour 

clinics (although I am not sure of the exact duration of their clinics). Doctors also 

attended patients on E-Wing daily together with a member of the Healthcare Team. 

4. The Healthcare Team was comprised of qualified nurses and healthcare assistants. 

Mental health nurses (RMNs) were also part of the Healthcare Team, and they had 

a separate consultation room. We would administer medication that had been 

prescribed by a doctor, and triage patients who attended Healthcare, making a 

referral to a doctor where necessary. The mornings tended to be a walk-in clinic 

(when blood tests were also performed), and the afternoons were when longer 

appointments took place. 

5. In addition, a member of the Healthcare Team had to attend every incident (fight, 

overdose, injury, use of force, act of violence, act of self-harm etc.). We decided 

among ourselves who would respond. A call would be made to Healthcare over the 

radio — all of the Team would receive it and either one or two members of the Team 

would attend the incident. 

6. New receptions also had to be seen for a full screen within 2 hours of their arrival, 

which often involved mental health issues/risk of self-harm, requiring an ACDT 

record. These tasks were time consuming and there was an unrealistic expectation 

of what the Team could deliver. 

7. It was also a very difficult and challenging environment, and some detained persons 

could behave badly, for example swearing and kicking the door if they didn't obtain 

a particular type of medication. 
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8. While working at Lewes Prison in 2001 I experienced a particularly distressing 

incident which still troubles me and changed how I managed my work life with my 

personal life. An inmate committed suicide by suffbcation by placing a plastic bag 

over his head and I can never forget the image of his face when the bag was 

removed. Initially there was no support or counselling provided. Counselling was 

eventually provided after eight months, and I attended a number of counselling 

sessions. 

9. Working within a detention centre, where self-harm was common, triggered 

memories of the incident in 2001. However, I continued to work at Tinsley House 

and Brook House because T wanted to help, and T always tried my best to prevent 

self-harm from occurring. 

10. 1 found that the only way I could cope with working at Tinsley House and Brook 

House was to completely leave the events of the working day behind me when I left 

work for the day. I would also counsel colleagues to do the same. At page 6 of 

Inquiry document NMC000011 there is slide presentation that I delivered on the 

issue of "Torture Awareness". At page 27 of NMC000011 there is a slide titled, 

"Protecting Yourself" and one of the recommendations I made within the slide is 

not to carry issues with you. 

11. 1 mention this because I have been criticised for failing to recall details about the 

events of 25 April 2017 when I was interviewed in September 2017, and it has been 

suggested that I was deliberately vague. However, that is not the case, and I 

genuinely cannot remember very much about the events of that day. 
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The incidents involving detained person D1527 on 24 and 25 April 2017 

12. My comments in connection with the events of 25 April 2017 are made having 

reviewed information provided to me by the Inquiry, and I reference the source 

material in every case. 

13. The background to the events on 25 April 2017 is that D1527 was removed from 

association in the early hours of the morning on 24 April 2017 (see the entry at 

00:21 on 24 April 2017 within CJS001002) as a result of concerns raised by a 

detained person who was sharing a room with D1527 that D1527 had self-harmed. 

As a result, D1527 was removed from association and accommodated on E-Wing. 

14. The Incident Report of DCM Nathan Ring (at page 19-20 of HOM003038) records 

that on 24 April 2017 at approximately 15:20, D1527 placed a bedsheet around his 

neck. It also records that DCO Gary Croucher attempted to remove the bedsheet 

from D1527's neck, that Senior Manager Michelle Brown restrained D1527 by 

holding his legs, and that DCM Nathan Ring was about to cut the sheet from 

D1527's neck, when D1527 removed the sheet from his own neck. Following the 

incident, a form F213, "Report of Injury to Detainee" was completed. Section 3 of 

form F213 (at page 23 of HOM003038) records, "Refused to be seen, did not wish 

to be checked or have observations taken". 

15. The nature of form F213 is relevant to my evidence to the Inquiry, and I note that 

section 3 of form F213 is concerned with recording injury to a detained person, not 

with the use of force, and that parts 1 and 2 are to be completed by the officer 

reporting the incident (in this case (page 22 of HOM003038) DCM Ring). Part 3 is 

to be completed by Healthcare medical staff (in this case (page 23 of HOM003038) 

Melissa Morley). I also note that although both DCO Croucher and Senior Manager 

Michelle Brown used force on D1527, only DCO Crouchcr's statement is attached 

to the Incident Report. The completion of paperwork at Brook House varied in 

quality, as the Inquiry will be aware from the information in its possession, and not 
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every instance of incomplete or poorly completed forms and records should be taken 

as evidence of a cover up (as is alleged against me). 

16. The Incident Report goes on to record (at page 24 of HOM003038) that D1527 had 

self-harmed because he wanted to return to his room in normal association and that 

he had been placed on constant supervision. Page 1 of CPS000009 is an ACDT 

record made by DCM Ring at 15:55 on 24 April 2017 that confirms that D1527 was 

placed on constant supervision. 

17. At page 5 of CPS000009 is a record of a Case Review for D1527 at 10:45 on 25 

April 2017. The Case Review records that I provided information to the review. 

However, I do not recall the nature of the information I provided. 

18. It is possible that the information I provided to the Case Review was the Removal 

from Association Initial Health Assessment form, at page 1 of HOM003038, which 

was completed by me on 25 April 2017. This form should be completed within two 

hours of a detained person being removed from association. D1527 was removed 

from association in the early hours of the morning on 24 April 2017 (see the entry 

at 00:21 on 21 April 2017 within CJS001002) which means that it ought to have 

been completed by night shift staff. The form is not timed, and I have no memory 

of completing it. Again, the fact that the form wasn't completed within the correct 

time frame and that not all of the sections are completed (the time section) does not 

mean that there is any deliberate attempt to withhold information. 

19. Soon after 19:00 on 25 April 2017 1 was called to attend an incident on E-Wing 

involving D1527. I have almost no memory of the incident. However, I have now 

had the opportunity to view the video recordings of the incident made by DCO 

Tulley and I make the following observations and comments: 

KENCOV1007, V2017042500020 

00:09:44 to 00:09:54 - DCM Steve Loughton is shown removing something 

from around the head of D1527. Following removal of the item, both DCM 
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Loughton and DCO Charlie Francis can be heard asking D1527, "what's in your 

mouth". I believe that this incident is the same incident recorded by DCM 

Loughton within the Incident Report at pages 11-17 of HOM003038 and Use of 

Force Report at CJS005534. I note that although DCO Charlie Francis and DCO 

Callum Tulley were also present during the incident, it is only DCM Loughton 

who provides a written account of the incident. 

00:09:58 - DCM Loughton requests that Healthcare attend the incident. This 

corresponds with DCM Loughton's Incident Report in which he describes how 

at approximately 19:08 on 25 April 2017 he cut a ligature from around D1527's 

neck before calling for medical assistance on his radio. 1 believe that 1 responded 

to this call for assistance and that I was not in attendance on E-Wing during the 

incident described by DCM Loughton in his Incident Report at pages 11-17 of 

HOM003038. 

00:11:26 - DCM Loughton informs someone that D1527 had tied something 

around his neck. 

00:11:34 - DCM Loughton informs someone that D1527 had placed a battery in 

his mouth. I believe the person who DCM Loughton is speaking to is me 

although 1 cannot be seen on the video at this point. 

00:11:37 - I can be heard saying in the video, "It's alright" in response to be 

being told that D1527 had placed a battery in his mouth. I believe that this was 

said by me in the context of acknowledging the situation and confirming that I 

had understood what had been said to me. I have known people in detention to 

chew and swallow batteries. Had D1527 swallowed the battery it would have 

necessitated outside hospital assessment/treatment. Given that the battery that 

D1527 had in his mouth was a phone battery there was also a risk of choking 

because of the size of the battery. 

00:12:09 - I am shown approaching D1527 in his room on E-Wing. 

00:12:16 - I address D1527 by his name. 
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00:12:24 - I ask D1527 to talk to me. 

00:12:24 - D1527 gestures towards me with his hands to signal that he does not 

wish to speak but gives me a thumbs up signal. I respect his request and move 

away from his immediate vicinity to stand by the door of his room. 

00:12:24 and 00:18:23 (for approximately 6 minutes) - D1527 is calm and 

seated but still has a battery in his mouth. 

00:14:38 - DCM Loughton asks D1527 to let me ("the nurse") look at his neck, 

which suggests that D1527 has injured his neck. However, D1527 shows no 

obvious signs of discomfort. D1527 makes no response to the request. 

00:15:33 - DCM Loughton asks D1527 to let me speak with him, and I ask 

D1527, "what's this all about" in an attempt to establish a dialogue. 

00:15:38 - I ask D1527, "what's happening?". D1527 makes no response or eye 

contact but remains seated and calm. 

00:15:44 - DCM Loughton makes a reference to the use of force paperwork. 

00:15:59 - DCM Nathan Ring comments that D1527 will be "going all night" 

(which I now believe is a reference to the fact that D1527 had a battery in his 

mouth). 

00:16:01 - I can be heard saying, "yeah". However, I do not believe that this 

indicates that I agreed with the joke that DCM Ring was making. I do not believe 

that I had appreciated that DCM Ring was even making a joke, and I believe 

that my response "yeah" was because I had thought that we might be required 

to remain with D1527 for some time. I believe that it is clear that I had not 

appreciated the nature of the comment made by DCM Ring by the fact that DCM 

Ring goes on to explain his comment. 

00:16:42 - I am shown on the video in D1527's room. 
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00:16:48 - DCM Ring refers to D1527 as a "child" and comments "which isn't 

going to happen" to which I respond "no". I do not know what I meant by the 

comment "no". It might simply have been to acknowledge that DCM Ring was 

speaking to me, or it might have been an acknowledgment that I agreed that the 

behaviour of D1527 would not result in his return to normal association (which 

is accurate - the behaviour of D1527 would be more likely to result in a longer 

stay on E-Wing because it would not be considered safe for D1527 to be on 

normal association). 

00:16:55 - DCM Ring and I are shown outside of D1527's room, and I have my 

back to D1527 (who remains seated and calm in his room). There is an exchange 

of words between me and another person (I assume DCM Ring), but I cannot 

make out what is said. 

00:17:20 - Healthcare colleague, Dalia Dowd, a Mental Health Nurse (RMN), 

arrives at the scene and enters the room of D1527. 

00:17:30 - DCM Loughton says to colleagues, "you need to keep an eye on 

him...we need to be able to keep an eye on him", which is a clear expression of 

concern for the welfare of D1527. 

00:17:55 - I can be seen outside of the room of D1527 in the company of a 

second member of the Healthcare team. I do not recognise this person, but I 

know that they are a member of the Healthcare team from their attire. This 

makes a total of three members of the Healthcare team who were present at the 

incident at this point. By this time, it would be coming up to the end of my shift 

at 19:30 and had I not cared for the welfare of D1527 and not desired to do the 

best job I could in the circumstances, I would have left Brook House for home, 

and left the incident in the hands of my colleagues. However, I chose to stay to 

see the job through. 

00:18:09 - I can be heard saying to DCM Loughton, "I just thought I'd just bring 

it down quite happily". I do not know what this comment refers to or whether it 

relates to D1527. 
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00:18:20 - I re-enter D1527's room in which RMN Dalia Dowd is already 

present, and D1527 becomes agitated and states, "I will die, no you don't need 

to do this". Clearly at this point, D1527 no longer has a battery in his mouth. 

There is then a verbal exchange between RMN Dalia Dowd and D1527. 

00:18:48 - I move to stand by my colleague, who continues to have a verbal 

exchange with D1527. DCO Tulley, who is recording the incident moves away 

from D I527's room at this stage and returns some minutes later. 

00:22:08 - it can be seen that RMN Dalia Dowd is still in D1527's room, and I 

believe that I am also shown still inside D1527's room. 

00:22:37 - RMN Dalia Dowd is shown having stepped outside of D1527's room. 

I am still inside D1527's room at this point. 

00:22:58 - I can be seen leaving D1527's room, but remain just outside the door. 

00:25:02 - T am shown outside D1527's room together with RMN Dalia Dowd. 

00:25:07 - I re-enter the room where DCM Ring is already present. 

00:25:18 - T exit D1527's room. 

00:25:27 - T am shown outside D1527's room with RMN Dalia Dowd. 

00:25:34 - A third Healthcare colleague can be seen in the video, Janina Winger, 

a registered nurse. 

00:25:51 - I am shown outside of D1527's room. 

00:26:23 - DCO Tulley states that D1527 is calmer. DCO Francis asks whether 

D1527, "give the battery up?", to which DCO Tulley responds that he didn't see 

it happen but believes that he has. 

00:26:35 — the video concludes. 
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KENCOV1007, V2017042500021 

This video appears to follow on from video V2017042500020. However, I am 

not aware of the period of time that elapsed between the end of 

V2017042500020 and the start of V2017042500021. 

00:00:01- a fourth Healthcare colleague, Mariola Makucka can be shown in the 

video, together with Janina Winger (making a total of five members of the 

Healthcare Team, including me, who attended D 1527's room over the two 

incidents). Mariola's presence is noteworthy because she subsequently 

completes form F213 on my behalf, which 1 believe would have been at my 

request. I believe that both Mariola and Janina were working the night shift 

(night shift starts at 19:00 so that there can be a handover between the day shift 

which ends at 19:30 and this would explain their presence because it was at or 

about 19:30). 

00:00:06 - DCO Tulley asks Mariola, "what happened?" It is not clear to me 

why DCO Tulley asks this question as he was present throughout the incident 

and Mariola was not. Mariola replies, "Apparently he tried to [inaudible] a t-

shirt round his neck". 

00:00:11 - the clock can be seen which shows the time at approximately 19:28. 

00:00:49 - I can be seen outside the mom of D1527 with the door closed. 

00:01:08 -1 comment that D1527 had, "hurt his hand". 

00:01:13 I confirm that D1527 was trying to smash the light in his room, and I 

speculate that he might do it. 

00:01:24 I inform my night shift colleague Janina that "I will hang on til 8.00 

but I'm going at 8.00. And I'll take it back in the morning". I cannot be certain 

what I was referring to when I stated, "I'll take it back in the morning", and I 
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would not wish to speculate. I then say to Janina, "I'll do the earlier form. I'll 

just do it on visual obs that's all. I'll do it on visual". I believe that my reference 

to "the earlier form" was either to the Removal from Association form (page 1 

of HOM003038) or to the F213 form in respect of the first incident that DCM 

Loughton attended. Janina then says, "You'll do it". To which I respond, "yeah". 

00:01:48 - DCO Tulley asks, "do you know what's actually... his problem is", 

to which I respond, "he's an arse, basically...he can't get what he wants...he 

can't get what he wants, and I can't get what he wants." I regret referring to 

D1527 in this way and I apologise to him for doing so. However, the door to 

D1527's room was shut and there was no possibility that he could have heard 

the comment. 1 believe that my comment about "what he wants" related to my 

belief that D1527 wished to return to normal association and to no longer be 

subject detention, but that this was not something that I could provide. 

00:02:11 - I can be seen looking through the door window and I say, "Hang on, 

has he taken that out?" I do not know what I was referring to at this point. I 

continue to observe D1527. 

00:02:35 - I state, "You just stand about here...because you get the reflection". 

This demonstrates my attempts to carry out observations on D1527 to ensure 

his welfare and safety. 

00:02:52 - D1527 can be heard hitting the light in his room, and I comment, "I 

think it is still intact". 

00:03:00 - I speculate that D1527 will "be trying to get water into the light". I 

suspect that D1527 was doing this out of frustration. 

00:03:07 - I state, "I don't really want to do a [inaudible] tonight". I do not 

know what I was referring to when making this comment. 
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00:03:18 - DCM Ring asks whether I had worked with "him", to which I 

respond, "I have, but [inaudible]". I do not believe that this was a reference to 

D1527, and I believe that we were discussing another member of staff. 

00:03:58 - DCO Tulley comments to me that, "I don't know what we are doing 

working in a place like this". There is then an inaudible exchange between me 

and DCO Tullcy, while DCM Ring and DCO Clayton Fraser observe D1527 

through the glass in the door to his room. 

00:05:10 - the door to D 1527's room is open, and I can be seen standing outside 

the door. 

00:05:40 -1 can be seen entering the room and i am shown something on the 

floor by DCM Ring. I believe that we are checking for fragments of something 

that may have been broken by D1527 to ensure against D1527 using the 

fragments to self-harm, but 1 cannot be certain. 

00:16:16 - DCM Ring says to me, "nothing round his neck I've checked...if 

he's sucking a battery, he's sucking a battery". Throughout these comments I 

can be seen looking at the floor. 

00:06:31 - DCM Ring asks DCO Tulley whether he wants to watch D1527 for 

a bit, and then leaves the room. 

00:06:54 - I can be seen to bending down to the floor. Again, I believe I am 

checking for fragments out of a concern for D1527' s welfare. 

00:07:09 - DCO Tulley asks D1527, "what are you doing?" and repeatedly says 

to D1527 to stop, and don't do it. I assume that at this point D1527 is seeking 

to harm himself, and that he may have his hands round his own throat (from 
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the notes I made subsequently), but it is not possible to say with certainty from 

the video. 

00:07:21 - DCO Tulley requests assistance. 

00:07:26 - D1527 can be heard making grunting noises. It is not clear why, but 

he may have placed the battery in his mouth again. 

00:07:36 - DCO Paschali asks, "what's he doing?" and a struggle ensues. 

00:07:44 - the hands of two officers can be seen seeking to remove the hand of 

D1527 from around his own neck. 

00:07:49 - DCO Paschali can be seen kneeling over D1527 with his legs astride 

D1527's head. 

00:08:00 DCO Paschali's left hand and fingers can be seen holding D1527's 

chin/jaw area. 

00:08:06 DCO Paschali's left hand is released from around D5127's chin/jaw 

area. D1527 can be heard making the same grunting noises that he was making 

prior to the intervention by DCO Pascahli. 

00:08:08 - DCO Paschali's hand can be seen to be completely removed from 

D1527's head area, and D1527 can be heard making grunting/heavy breathing 

noises. 

00:08:23 — the noises made by D1527 become louder and DCO Paschali is 

shown taking hold of D1527 with his thumbs around D1527's neck/throat. DCO 

Paschali instructs D1527 to "relax". I did not see DCO Paschali's hands around 

D1527's neck throat and had I seen this I would definitely have intervened to 

stop it. The same applies to the earlier occasion between 00:08:00 and 00:08:08, 

although it is not clear from the video whether DCO Paschali has his thumbs 

around D 1527's throat during this period. I am certain that I was not in a position 
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to see the hold on D1527's neck because I know that I would have intervened 

otherwise. 

00:08:30 - DCO Pascahli can be seen speaking quietly to D1527 and says, "I'm 

going to put you to flicking sleep". I did not hear or see DCO Paschali's actions 

at this point. DCO Paschali is bent right over D1527 and speaks to him in a quiet 

voice. Had I heard or seen DCO Paschali's actions I would definitely have 

intervened. 

00:08:37 - DCO Paschali still has his hands around D1527's neck/throat. 

00:08:38 - DCO Tulley instructs DCO Paschali, "easy". 

00:08:45 - DCO Francis says, "did he swallow the battery". To which a member 

of staff replies, "no, it's here". 

00:08:47 - DCO Paschali queries, "where — in his mouth?" (from which 

comment it appears that DCO Paschali does not know whether the battery is still 

in the mouth of D1527 or not). 

00:08:49 - it is confirmed by a member of staff and DCO Tulley that the battery 

is not in D1527's mouth. 

00:09:09 - D1527 says, "my neck". I do not believe that I heard this comment, 

or I would have intervened. At this point DCO Paschali's hands are along the 

sides of D1527's jaw and it can be seen that no pressure is being exerted by his 

thumbs. 

00:09:21 - DCO Francis informs D1527 that he will be released to speak with 

Healthcare. 

00:09:36 - DCO Francis instructs that D1527 be placed in the recovery position. 

00:09:45 - a figure can be seen at the left of the image, but this is not me. 
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00:09:46 - I can be seen in the doorway and it will be apparent from my position 

that my view would have been blocked by DCO Paschali's back, and that I was 

not fully in the room at the time. 

00:09:48 — I am shown bending down and I believe I was reaching in a medical 

bag for equipment. From this point there is no longer any restraint of D 1527's 

head and neck. D1527 can be heard grunting for a prolonged period from 

approximately 00:09:36 to 00:15:48 (just over 6 minutes). 

00:10:05 - I can be seen in the video standing behind DCO Paschali holding 

medical equipment in my hand. 

00:10:11 - I am holding a pulse oximeter, which is a device for measuring 

oxygen percentage and pulse. It can also be seen that my right hand is bandaged 

(this is a relevant factor to the circumstances of me making a note within the 

ACDT record which I deal with at a later point in this statement). 

00:10:20 - I can be seen seeking to attach the pulse oximeter to D1527' s finger, 

although because of D1527's demeanour I could not obtain a reading. 

00:10:28 - DCO Francis can be heard saying to D1527 that, "we're trying to 

help". 

00:11:21 - I gesture to DCO Francis to move D1527 into a different position. I 

believe that I requested that D1527 is placed on his side with his head up. It can 

be seen that the pulse oximeter is not attached to D1527's finger and I am having 

difficulty attaching it. 

00:12:00 - I can be heard to say, "he needs to go back to 1114P...back to 

Belmarsh". I said this because HMP Belmarsh had better facilities and in-patient 

healthcare than at Brook House. 

00:12:56 - I ask, "have you got any [inaudible]?" I believe that I was requesting 

something for D1527 to make him more comfortable, but I cannot make out the 

precise request. 
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00:15:17 - I can be seen to gesture that DI527 should be moved to a different 

position. 

00:15:35 - D1527 is rolled onto his back. 

00:15:40 - I leave the room. 

00:15:56 - I instruct the officers to "step back" and everyone leaves D1527's 

room. 

00:16:05 - I can be seen monitoring D1527 from the doorway. DCO Tulley then 

leaves the area and re-enters at 00:24:25. However, I note that while DCO 

Tulley is away from E-Wing, at 00:23:14, he is recorded telling a detained 

person to "fuck off". 

00:25:01 DCO Tulley says to DCO Paschali, "Did the nurse see what you were 

doing?" To which DCO Paschali replies, "I don't know". Clearly DCO Tulley 

believes that DCO Paschali did not act appropriately, and yet he took no action, 

including informing me/Healthcare of a potential injury to D1527. 

00:25:36 - DCO Paschali tells DCO Tulley, "No use of force as it stands". I was 

not present during this conversation (and this is supported by DCO Tulley's 

reference to "the nurse" at 00:25:01). DCO Tulley replies, "No use of force 

report? ok". 

00:26:36 - I am shown in the video. 

00:27:05 - I ask DCO Tulley, "Are they putting that down as a restraint?" To 

which DCO Tulley responds, "as it stands, according to what Yan just told me, 

they're going to leave it". I believe that I query this statement by saying either 

"what?" or "why?". DCO Tulley says in response, "I don't know though, you'll 

have to speak to Yan". I ask, "where's he gone, upstairs?", and DCO Tulley 

replies that he thinks he has gone for a cigarette. 
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00:27:19 - DCO Tulley states "It's going to be down to Dixie really, I'm not 

sure". 

00:27:23 — I state, "I can't write anymore anyway because my hand is not going 

to let me". This has been incorrectly transcribed on the video and the transcript 

as "Yan's not going to let me". I am concerned that such a highly prejudicial 

statement should be falsely attributed to me. I hardly knew DCO Paschali, and 

I certainly would not let any officer or manager at Brook House dictate to me 

what I could and could not record. 

00:27:25 — I state, "I can't even write". 

00:27:28 I read my note from the ACDT record, "A t-shirt round his neck, angry 

and upset, he made phone battery in his mouth, attempted to self-strangulate on 

the toilet, visual observations only due to demeanour. Yeah, that's all I can say, 

isn't it. It still hasn't been done properly so I don't know." I believe the comment 

"It still hasn't been done properly" may be a reference to the fact that there 

should have been an Incident Report and Use of Force Report. However, this 

was not my responsibility. 

00:27:45 - I state, "I'll go and write war and peace upstairs, I think". 

KENCOV1007, V2017042500023 

I understand that this video is a continuation of video V2017042500023. 

However, I am not aware of the period of time that elapsed between the end of 

V2017042500021 and the start of V2017042500023. At 00:02:03 DCO Tulley 

says, "Are we doing use of force". There is no audible response. At 00:11:11 

DCO Tulley states, "Yan, that's come from Dixie, so that's cool, yeah?". At 

00:52:11 DCO Paschali can be heard to say to DCO Tulley, "you should have 

cracked him one in the ribs, that's what you've got to do". I am not shown nor 

heard in the video, and I believe I had returned to Healthcare at the conclusion 

of video V2017042500021. 
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Pages 55 and 56 of CJS001107 

In addition to the footage recorded by DCO Tulley I am aware that there is 

CCTV footage of the incident. I have not seen the CCTV footage. However, 

there is a record of the period of time during which DCO Tulley had left the 

vicinity to attend the toilet (in the recording V2017042500021), as follows: 

19:42 hours Nurse Buss left the room, followed by DCO Tulley and DCO 

Fraser then DCO Francis followed by DCO Paschali. DCO Tulley looked upset 

and bent over and touched his face and he left. 

19:42:49 hours. Nurse Buss re-entered the room and DCO Fraser was outside 

with DCO Paschali. 

19:42:46 hours DCM Dix walked onto E Wing with DCM Yates and they go 

to Mr D1527 room and stop at the door. DCO Paschali and Nurse Buss talk to 

DCM Dix. DCO Fraser was not talking. 

19:45 hours another manager arrived and DCM Dix entered Mr DI527 room 

with the other manager and Nurse Buss. DCM Yates, DCO Paschal i and DCO 

Fraser wait outside. 

19:46 hours the three left Mr D1527 room. DCO Paschali talked again to DCM 

Dix at the door. 

19:46 hours DCM Dix, DCM Yates, the unknown manager and DCO Paschali 

left E Wing. Nurse Buss looked as if she wrote her record and she remained 

with DCO Fraser at the door of Mr D1527 room looking in. 

20. I wish the Inquiry to know that the first opportunity I have had to view the video 

recordings of the events that resulted in my dismissal and my striking-off the 

Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC) register, was on 15 February 2022. Now 

having seen the events in detail I do not believe that I was treated fairly by either 

G4S or the NMC in the disciplinary proceedings concerning the events of 25 April 

2017. As I have always maintained, I have almost no memory of the incident, and I 

was required to go through the G4S and NMC disciplinary processes without 
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knowing the full facts. I regret not seeking to engage with either process more fully, 

and I believe that had I done so, and had I been provided with the video footage 

which I have summarised in paragraph 19 above, the outcomes would have been 

different. I address the G4S and NMC disciplinary processes in more detail at a later 

point in this statement. 

Record keeping 

21. The note that I made in the ACDT record of D1527 (which I can be seen reading to 

DCO Tulley at 00:27:28 of V2017042500021), is at page 8 of CPS000009, timed 

at 19:40. It states, "Seen in Room 7 constant watch D1527 had tied a t-shirt around 

his neck — angry — upset had mobile phone battery in his mouth attempted to self-

strangulate in toilet. Visual observations only due to demeanour - Resp 16". 1 have 

the following observations about this note: 

a. The reference to "Resp 16" is to respiration and I had recorded the number of 

times that D1527 was breathing per minute. 16 is within an acceptable range. 

b. At paragraph 7.55, page 25 of document CJS001107 (the report of the PSU 

following an investigation into the circumstances of the detention of D1527), 

it is incorrectly recorded that my handwritten note reads, "Usual 

observations...". My note reads, "Visual observations only due to demeanour". 

This is to record that because of D1527's demeanour while in his room it had 

not been possible at that time to carry out a physical examination, such as blood 

pressure, pulse oximeter (which I was unable to attach), temperature, etc. 

c. I have been criticised for not making a more detailed note. However, I was the 

only person of all of those who witnessed the incidents, including DCO Tulley 

and RMN Dalia Dowd, to make an entry within D1527's ACDT record. At 

paragraph 48 of the witness statement of Sandra Calver (page 21 of 

NMC000047) she states with reference to the ACDT log, "This is not 

Healthcare's record sheet...This record is sufficient...I wouldn't expect Jo to 

write a lot of information in this sheet". 

d. The handwritten record was brief, not because I was seeking to cover up the 

facts, but because I was suffering pain in my hand (I suffer from arthritis and 
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fibromyalgia) which made writing difficult (my hand can be seen to be 

bandaged in the videos, particularly V2017042500021). Both the video 

V2017042500021 and transcript TRN0000002 inaccurately record a comment 

I made to DCO Tulley at 00:27:23, as, "I can't write anymore anyway because 

Yan's not going to let me". This gives the false impression that I was 

withholding information at the request or instruction of DCO Paschali. This is 

not the case. What I actually said was, "I can't write anymore because my hand 

won't let mc" - a reference to the fact that I couldn't write very much because 

of arthritis in my hand. This is corroborated by my very next comment at 

00:27:25, "I can't even write", which is again a reference to the arthritis in my 

hand. Paragraph 48 of the witness statement of DCO Tullcy to the NMC (page 

11 of NMC0000047), also refers to the fact that 1 said that 1 couldn't write 

anymore because of an injury to my hand. I am extremely concerned that this 

hugely prejudicial comment has been falsely attributed to me. 

e. When 1 read the note of what 1 had written in the ACDT record to DCO Tulley, 

it was open to DCO Tulley to disagree or to seek to add to it, and this is the 

very reason I read the note to him. DCO Tulley could have made his own note 

within the ACDT record, but it seems that he did not do so. I did not know that 

DCO Paschali had applied pressure to D1527's neck/throat (I had no view of 

the incident, and it was not possible to identify that pressure was being applied 

to the neck/throat of D1527 from the noises that D1527 was making — for a 

significant majority of the time that D1527 can be heard to be grunting there is 

clearly no pressure applied to his neck/throat). I also did not know that DCO 

Paschali had threatened D1527. However, DCO Tulley knew both of these 

facts, and he chose to say nothing and to take no action. It is not the case that 

DCO Tulley must have assumed that I saw the incident, as his comment to DCO 

Paschali makes clear, "Did the nurse see what you were doing?". I have been 

subject to significant criticism from DCO Tulley (which I address in more 

detail at a later point in this statement) and I am shocked and upset to realise 

(almost 5 years after the incident) the extent to which my actions and 

responsibilities have been mischaracterised. 
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22. I commented at 00:27:45 of V2017042500021, "I'll go and write war and peace 

upstairs". This was a reference to my completion of D1527's medical records. My 

notes are at page 38 of CJS001002. They read as follows: 

Examination: placed on rule 40 constant supervision as he refused to 

return to Ewing .. 

called to Ewing at approx 19.00 

constant watch. 

had placed a ligature around his neck. removed by staff 

staff trying to engage with him. 

RMN Dalia tried to engage with him with minimal effect. 

put mobile phone battery in his mouth which he later removed battery 

removed from his room. 

went to toilet and attemted to self strangulate. 

angry and not engaging with staff 

hands removed from his neck by staff 

salivating ++ 

unable to take any observations 

visual obs resps 16 

slight redness noted on his neck. 

20.00 got up and walked around room 

taken a small drink 
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restless. 

constant watch continues 

not engaging with staff 

Plan: pls review later this evening 

This note is timed at 18:51. Clearly this is not accurate. Having regard to the fact 

that video V2017042500021 commences at approximately 19:28, and is of 27:45 

minutes duration, I estimate that I recorded the note at some time after 20:00 

(paragraph 47 of the witness statement of Sandra Calver at pages 20 and 21 of 

NMC000047 records that the note I made in System 1 was saved at 20:28, which 

would be approximately 1 hour after my shift ended at 19:30). 

23. I make the following observations about the note: 

a. I record the facts of the first use of force in which DCM Loughton removed a 

ligature from around D1527's neck. 

b. 1 record that following the first incident staff attempted to engage with D1527, 

including my Healthcare colleague and Mental Health Nurse, Dalia Dowd, who 

can be seen in the video, and that this had minimal effect. 

c. I record the facts of the second use of force when D1527's hands were removed 

from his neck. 

d. I record that D1527 attempted to self-harm on three occasions, by placing a 

ligature around his neck, by putting a battery in his mouth, and by attempting 

self-strangulation. 

e. I record D1527's demeanour and physical condition, lack of engagement, 

angry, salivating ++ (the symbols mean that D1527 was salivating a lot), 

resps (respiration), slight redness to his neck, and that D1527 was restless. 

f. I record that at 20:00 D1527 was walking around his room (I recorded this 

because it is a relevant observation, and an indication that D1527 did not appear 

to be suffering from serious injury, for example had D1527 been lying still and 

unresponsive this would be a matter of concern). 
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g. I record that D1527 was subject to constant watch, and I included a request for 

a review to take place later in the evening. 

h. I note that the review at 23:00 carried out by Nurse Makucka, who had been 

present at D1527's room at approximately 19:30, is no more detailed than my 

notes (see page 39 of CJS001002). 

24. A form F213 in respect of the injuries to D1527 was completed from my System 1 

notes by my colleague Nurse Makucka, who was working the night shift within 

Healthcare on 25 April 2017 (copies of the document are at page 10 of CJS005534, 

and also at page 93 of CJS001002). I do not know the time that the form was 

completed but it must have been at some point after I had completed updating 

System 1, at approximately 20:30, and she may have completed it in conjunction 

with the review of D1527 at 23:00. 

25. Form F213 is titled, "Report of Injury to Detainee", and there are three sections to 

the report. The first two sections make clear that they are to be completed by the 

Incident Reporting Officer. This would be DCM Loughton in respect of the first 

incident on 25 April 2017 involving D1527, and DCO Tulley in respect of the 

second incident on 25 April 2017 involving D1527. 

26. In respect of the first incident on 25 April 2017 DCM Loughton completed both an 

Incident Report (page 11 of HOM003038) and a Use of Force report (CJS005534), 

as required. 

27. The Report of Injury to Detainee form is contained within the same bundle of 

documents as the Use of Force form completed by DCM Loughton within 

CJS005534. The Use of Force form to be completed by the Supervising Officer 

(Form DCF02) requires that the Supervising Officer lists the names of all officers 

involved in the use of force (Healthcare staff are not to be listed at this section). A 

later section within Form DCF02 (sec page 5 of CJS005534) is titled, "Injuries 

Sustained and Healthcare Involvement". This section is also to be completed by the 
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Supervising Officer and requires details of the member(s) of Healthcare staff 

present at the incident, and confirmation of whether a form F213 was completed, 

and whether the detained person sustained injury. At the end of the section it reads: 

NOTE: 

AN F213 (or equivalent form) MUST BE COMPLETED ON ALL 

DETAINEES, EVEN IF THEY APPEAR NOT TO HAVE SUSTAINED 

ANY INJURIES. A COPY OF THE F213 MUST BE ATTACHED TO 

THIS FORM. THIS FORM SHOULD THEN BE PLACED IN THE USE 

OF FORCE INCIDENT FILE. ANY INJURIES SUSTAINED BY STAFF 

MUST BE ENTERED IN THE ACCIDF \ F ROOK. 

28. The section of the Usc of Force form titled "Injuries Sustained and Healthcare 

Involvement" at page 5 of CJS005534, is correctly completed when it states that I 

was not present in respect of the first incident. However, it is not accurate where it 

states that I completed the form F213. As I have already stated above, the form F213 

was completed by my Healthcare colleague, Nurse Makucka, albeit from my notes. 

I believe that the most likely reason for this is because I asked Nurse Makucka to 

complete the form for me as it was after my shift (Nurse Makucka had taken over 

as part of the night shift). However, I have no recollection of doing so. 

29. As already mentioned, Sections 1 and 2 of form F213 are to be completed by the 

Incident Reporting Officer. However, section 2(b) of the form F213 dated 25 April 

2017 is not completed, and I believe that section 1 and 2(a) were completed by Ms 

Makucka, as the handwriting appears to be hers. At section 2(a) the form reads, 

"Time and date of incident: 25/04/17 19:00", which is a reference to the 

approximate time of the first incident on 25 April 2017. 

30. An example of a fully completed F213 form can be seen at page 22 of HOM003038, 

which is in connection with the use of force on D1527 on 24 April 2017, and was 

completed by DCM Ring as the Incident Reporting Officer, and Melissa Morley of 

medical staff. 
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31. Section 3 of form F213 contains the instruction, "To be completed by medical 

staff'. The form F213 in connection with the injury sustained by D1527 on 25 April 

reads as follows: 

"Time and date of examination 25/04/17 19:00 

Report: Seen on E wing room [illegible mark] by RGN Jo. Detainee had place a 

ligature around his neck removed by staff. After [illegible] he went to toilet and 

attempt to strangulate — hands removed from his neck. Slight redness noted on his 

neck." 

32. The form F213 contains details of the injury sustained by D1527 in both incidents 

that occurred on 25 April 2017, namely redness to his neck (which may have been 

caused by one or all of the following incidents: the use of a t-shirt as a ligature; 

D1527's attempt to self-strangulate; and DCO Paschali placing his hands around 

D1527's neck/throat). 

33. I understood that my responsibilities in relation to documenting an incident 

involving the use of force on a detained person were to update the ACDT record, 

update the System 1 record, and to complete a form F213. All three records/forms 

were updated/completed (albeit I caused the F213 to be completed rather than 

completing it personally by hand). 

34. Having now had the opportunity to review the notes that I recorded of the incident 

on 25 April 2017, I believe that I recorded the events and D1527's injury 

appropriately. If it is suggested by the Inquiry that I ought to have completed some 

other document as part of the Use of Force Report or Incident Report processes, I 

am happy to be directed to the relevant guidance. However, it was not my practice 

to do so, and I have no recollection of completing anything other than an ACDT 

record, a form F213, and System 1 medical notes, when I have been present during 

the exercise of force or when attending a detained person following the use of 

force. 
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35. The level of detail recorded in my notes was not unusually brief in comparison with 

other notes that I and Healthcare colleagues made on separate occasions and should 

not be seen as any evidence of collusion and cover up, as has been alleged against 

me. 

36. The responsibility for completing an Incident Report and a Use of Force Report in 

connection with the second incident involving D1527 on 25 April 2017 was with 

DCO Tullcy who was the Supervising Officer (Use of Force Report) and the 

Incident Reporting Officer (Incident Report). DCO Tulley may be able to assist the 

Inquiry with why he did not fulfil his responsibilities in this regard. 

37. 1 am supported in my belief that I completed (or caused to be completed in the case 

of form F213) the required records in relation to the incidents involving D1527 on 

25 April 2017, and that DCO Tulley was the person with responsibility for 

documenting the incident, from the following findings of the Home Office 

Professional Standards Unit, within the report of their investigation of the 

circumstances surrounding the detention of D1527 (CJS001107): 

Para 7.56 Healthcare staff must complete form F213 when they attend an 

incident and this form was completed by nurse M Makum on behalf of Nurse 

Buss. It stated 'detainee had placed a ligature around his neck, removed by staff 

After that he went to toilet and attempted to self strangulate- hands removed 

from his neck. Slight redness noted on his neck'. On Panorama DCO Tulley 

stated that Mr D1527 was attempting to strangle himself with his own hands 

just Wore he was restrained by DCO Paschali and therefore this second 

comment on the F213 appeared to refer to this incident. Therefore the incident 

was documented by healthcare on both on the F213 and in the ACDT on-going 

records, but there was no reference to the use of force by the DCOs and the 

wording was vague so that it was not possible for anyone to determine the 

severity of these incidents. 
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Para 7.58 G4S have a flow chart for officers setting out what reports are 

required following an incident which leads to the use offorce against a detainee. 

This states the first intervening officer must write an Incident Report and every 

officer who witnessed the incident must write a witness statement. If force was 

used then the all officers using force are required to complete an Annex A Use 

of Force Report. 

Para 7.59 CCTV and Panorama showed that DCO Tulley was the intervening 

officer and he should have completed an Incident Report and a Use of Force 

Report. DCO Francis, DCO Paschall and DCO Fraser should have completed 

an Annex A, Use of Force Reports. DCO Paschali stated in his evidence that he 

did not discuss the writing reports with anyone other than DCO Tung who kept 

asking him whether to write a report. DCO Paschall maintained that he did 

complete an Incident Report, which he left in the E Wing office and he believed 

DCO Tulley then disposed of it. However DCO Paschali's evidence was not 

considered a truthful account of what happened and no Incident Reports or Use 

Of Force report written by DCO Paschali or any other officer was identified. 

Para 7.61 Once an Incident Report is submitted the duty manager will ensure 

each officer completes a Use of Force Report and the Duty Manager will notes 

the Home Office and other relevant authorities of the incident. The lack of an 

Incident Report and associated documentation meant that there was no G4S or 

Home Office oversight, no self-harm investigation and no immediate ACDT 

case review of Mr D1527's risk as he was held in isolation on Rule 40 at the 

time. 

38. I agree with the criticism at paragraph 7.56 that there was no reference to the use of 

force within form F213 and that the wording was vague in connection with the 

nature of the incidents. However, the sections of the form within which this 

information should have been recorded, namely section 2a "Details of incident", 

and section 2b "Brief report of circumstances in which injury was sustained" are 

clearly for the Incident Reporting Officer to complete and form F213 expressly 

states this to be the case. It was, therefore, DCO Tullcy's responsibility, as the 
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Incident Reporting Officer, to provide this information within form F213 in 

connection with the second incident involving D1527 on 25 April 2017. I again 

refer to page 22 of HOM003038 as an example of a properly completed form F213, 

with sections 1, 2a, and 2b, completed by the Incident Reporting Officer, and only 

section 3 completed by Healthcare medical staff, and I repeat that the injuries of 

D1527, namely slight redness to his neck, were properly recorded within the form 

F213 dated 25 April 2017. 

Disciplinary processes 

39. As 1 have already mentioned, now that I have had the opportunity to properly review 

the relevant evidence, including the notes and records that I made of the incidents 

on the 25 April 2017, the records made by others (including the absence of 

information which should have been recorded by others), the videos of the incident, 

and the statements of former colleagues, in particular those of DCO Tulley and 

Sandra Calver, 1 do not believe that 1 was treated fairly in the G4S and NMC 

disciplinary proceedings. 

40. The first that I knew of any concerns about D1527's treatment on 25 April 2017 

was when I received a letter from the BBC dated 23 August 2017 (page 27 of 

CPS000026). The letter set out concerns that I had referred to a detained person as 

an "arse", and that there was no use of force report made after the restraint and that 

I had deliberately omitted to refer to the use of force by officers. I find it absurd that 

the BBC should seek to criticise me for the absence of a Use of Force Report when 

this was the responsibility of their own undercover reporter. 

41. Shortly after receiving this letter, on 5 September 2017, I was suspended by G4S 

pending investigation and disciplinary proceedings. 

42. The Investigation Report is CJS004337 and the handwritten note of my interview 

on 7 September 2017 is CJS004343. The handwritten note is not a full transcript of 

my interview as will be obvious from the content of the note. The interview felt like 
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an interrogation and the interviewers would not accept that I could not remember 

the incident. At page 2 of the interview note, I ask, "Where was I in the cell", to 

which the interviewer Tony Hayes replies, "you were in the cell you must have 

witnessed what went on". However, I now know from a careful review of the video 

evidence that this was not the case. I was stood by the door directly behind DCO 

Paschali. DCO Paschali had adopted the correct position with his legs either side of 

D1527's head (as confirmed by the expert witness Jon Collier, see paragraph 6.58 

of CJS001107). I could not and did not sec DCO Paschali's hands around D1527's 

neck/throat, and I provided medical assistance at the first opportunity, having regard 

to the circumstances of the restraint which involved four DCOs and a detained 

person all physically struggling in a confined space. 

43. I do not believe the statement at page 7 of the Investigation Report CJS004337, that 

1 was present at both incidents on 25 April 2017, to be correct. DCM Loughton 

called for Healthcare only after the first incident. 

44. Also, at page 7 of the Investigation Report it is recorded that I admitted that I should 

have intervened and reported the incident. However, this admission is based on my 

assumption at the time that I must have witnessed DCO Paschali's hands around the 

neck of D1527 (even though I could not remember the incident), because I was 

being told in aggressive terms that I must have witnessed it, and from being shown 

limited and selected footage of the incident. However, I now know that I did not 

witness the incident of DCO Paschali's hands around D1527's neck, which would 

have been impossible from my position in the doorway of the room. 

45. At page 8 of the Investigation Report it is found that I omitted to include critical 

information about the use of force. This finding is not correct for the reasons I have 

set out above at paragraphs 21-38. I completed the records that it was my 

responsibility to complete, and I believe those records to be appropriate given the 

events that I witnessed at the time. 
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46. Also at page 8, I am accused of being evasive and uncooperative. I deny that this 

was the case. I simply did not remember the incident and I was intimidated by the 

aggressive nature of the interview. 

47. I have very little recollection of the incident on 25 April 2017 for the following 

reasons: 

a. My practice of leaving the events of the day behind me when I left work. 

b. Meaning in no way to downplay the seriousness of the incident, it is not 

something that stayed with me in the way the suicide from 2001 has. 

c. Following the incident, I was heavily involved in the planning for the return to 

Tinsley House, and from the evening of 25 April 2017 until August 2017 (when 

I was contacted by the BBC) I was not required to give it any further 

consideration. 

d. While working at Brook House I regularly attended incidents involving fights, 

use of force, self-harm, and seizures/loss of consciousness through drug 

misuse. The use of force to prevent self-harm was sadly not uncommon and the 

incident on 25 April 2017 was one of a large number of similar incidents that I 

attended. 

48. Shortly after the investigation I attended a disciplinary hearing which I believe was 

held on 27 September 2017 (from the dates within the letter notifying me of the 

outcome dated 28 September 2017 (document CJS004054)). The second and third 

bullet points of document CJS004054 state that I agreed that I should have 

intervened, and that I agreed that I should have included details of the restraint and 

the risk to the patient in my documentation. I do not know if these statements relate 

to my alleged admissions in the interview or whether they are separate statements 

made in a hearing. 

49. Had I known that DCO Paschali had placed his hands around the neck of D1527 I 

would have intervened. However, I did not know this, and I was not in a position to 

see what had happened. The records I made following the incident are correct and 

appropriate having regard to the circumstances that I witnessed. If I made any 
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admissions in the course of the disciplinary investigation and hearing then this was 

because I was provided with an inaccurate and incomplete account of my 

involvement and because I was placed under inappropriate pressure to make 

admissions, and subject to aggressive and inappropriate behaviour by the 

investigators. 

50. Once I had been dismissed, although I did not miss the stress of working for G4S, I 

was devastated that my long career as a nurse should have ended in this way. i was 

subsequently referred to the NMC and suspended as a nurse pending fitness to 

practice proceedings. The fitness to practice proceedings were not concluded until 

23 February 2021 despite my requests that they be resolved sooner. 

51. CJS0073840 is a record of the fitness to practice hearing in my absence. I emailed 

the NMC just prior to the hearing on the evening of 16 February to admit all five 

charges against me, which included charges of dishonesty. I exhibit to this statement 

a copy of my email in which I admitted the charges, as JB1. I regret having done 

this because I am not responsible for the behaviour alleged in charges 1, 3, 4 and 5 

(although I do accept charge 2 and that my comment that DI527 was an "arse" was 

inappropriate). 

52. The reason that I admitted to acts and behaviour for which I am not responsible is 

because I was desperate to avoid a hearing and to put the matter behind me. I 

basically buried my head in the sand. However, I believe that my innocence in 

relation to the charges can clearly be demonstrated from the facts that I have set out 

in this statement. Charges 3, 4 and 5 are answered at paragraphs 21-38 of this 

statement, and in respect of the first charge, I did not witness the inappropriate 

restraint. 

53. The correct position is set out in detail in the reflection statement that I provided to 

the NMC dated 29 October 2019 (page 9 of NMC000038). I am now surprised that 

the NMC accepted my tick box admissions considering the content of my refection 
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statement, which is clearly contrary to the admissions. My reflection statement 

contains the following passages: 

As I was suspended by the NMC at an interim order hearing in October 2017, I 

have not nursed or worked in a care setting since. 1 am currently DPA old and 

am aware that the NMC can make a negative decision against my PIN. Whilst 

that makes me very sad, because I have given my everything to this career, I 

would like the NMC to know that 1 have retired from nursing and no longer 

want to return to nursing, ever. I did not revalidate last year and will not be 

doing so. At my age, and with my health significantly stabilised after the 

termination of my last employment, I know that nursing is no longer a career I 

want to pursue. I cannot return to nursing or even the care sector as my health 

and personal life has suffered a lot over the years due to systemic pressure, a 

shortfall in funding affecting vital services, a lack of staff stress and little 

support from my last employer. It was just too much and I know that I am not 

alone in feeling this. 

The atmosphere at Brook House was usually stressful and support from 

management was variable, agency staff were regularly used as we were short 

on numbers. There was frequent verbal abuse and lone working during shifts. 

Despite escalating this, and knowing what we all encountered on a daily basis, 

there was a lack of support or concern for our wellbeing and safety. We worked 

long hours which added to the strain especially when short-staffed. The shift 

lengths were 12.5 hours with no leeway to work shorter shifts. Staff often worked 

late, which was usually unpaid. There were shifts from 07.00 to 19.30 often 

working 13 to 13.5hr day. This was very common for me. On the day in question, 

I had been working a long shift already. 

I unfortunately have little recall of the incident. This has been the case at the 

time of the internal investigation as well. I am aware that the NMC has 

mentioned that my lack of engagement potentially shows that 1 have been trying 

to hide or be less truthful. That is not the case at all. The sad reality is that we 

ran a very busy service and were always firefighting on any shift as there was 
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so much to do and often within a very hostile and aggressive environment. I 

wish I could describe it better as to recall it means reliving the stress and I no 

longer want my health to suffer. 

The trouble with giving G4S my all is that my health and personal life inevitably 

came second most of the time. I think that is the reality of being in the healthcare 

profession today. I could not recall much because I was very honestly just burnt 

out, bewildered and exhausted beyond belief We deal with so many people and 

sadly so niany are exhibiting signs of distress, anger, frustration, violence, that 

every day feels the same. With all this time as well, it is difficult for me to know 

what happened. 

I do accept that I called Patient A an "arse". I am aware that this was said in 

what I believed was a private conversation. With hindsight, I should not have 

said this. It was unprofessional of me even if the comment was made in the heat 

of the moment. It was an offhand comment, never said within the hearing range 

of the patient (I never would around patients - I know we should not at all but 

the reality is that we often do, we all do in stressful situations). I regret that and 

know that I am capable of better. I am sorry that I used that word as it can give 

off a very negative, uncaring impression. I am not an uncaring person. I have 

committed myself to this profession only because I do care. I have worked with 

violent detainees and continued to do so despite many harrowing incidents over 

the years because I knew that they are vulnerable too and are acting out in 

frustration. If I hated my work or was uncaring, I would not have continued. I 

am sorry and do have remorse over my use of that word, even if with a 

colleague. 

I am not excusing my actions. I know that we must be professional and that the 

code tells us about how we should be as well. I never meant to sound uncaring 

or derogatory. Anyone attempting to harm themselves or take their life needs 

help and as staff we work hard to prevent this all the time. It is a sad reality that 

not much is ever said or recognised for all the successful stories we have, but a 

mistake made gets magnified. All I can say is that when I said 'arse, it was never 
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literally meant that way but more in frustration perhaps. I am sorry if it came 

across that way but that was and never would be my intention. I may have 

expressed frustration and exhaustion but realise that there are more 

professional and better ways of doing this than an unhelpful word like 'arse'. 

I am not sure of my actions during the incident only what has been written for 

the reasons explained. I know that I have completed interventions hundreds of 

times before and that this incident would not have been any different for me i f 1 

had seen what was happening or had a clear view. I would ask the officer to 

stop if there was anything placing the detainee at risk of harm or injury. I have 

done it before so why would I not do it for Patient A? We do not physically 

intervene as that is not part of our role. 

There is no reason or motivation for me to conceal a restraint. I never have and 

never would. I assume that a member of night staff came to the wing and said 

they would do the record keeping. Looking back, I could have followed this up 

more responsibly. The reality is that it was always very busy and we have 

several such incidents during a shift most of the time so my attention may have 

been elsewhere. 

On reflection and with hindsight, I realise that I appear to have attended that 

incident while tired and stressed and therefore appeared not to give it my full 

attention. However, I can say that even in that state, if there was a genuine 

emergency, I would have responded appropriately, as I have done countless 

limes before. I can however accept that if there were any failings on this 

occasion, then it may have been due to my state. I can say with certainty though 

that any such failings on my part were never intentional. That is not me or the 

nurse I have been all these years. All I can do is apologise. 

Please know that following a distressing suicide in HMP custody in 2001, I 

learned to manage incidents by not taking work related incidents home. 1 knew 

that I had no choice but to leave work at work, and sometimes just shut out 

traumatic incidents. It is the only way to cope in a stressful job such as this. If 
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my recall was not satisfactory, that is not intentional but because I genuinely 

would not have wanted to internalise anything from work when I leave work. I 

am sorry if this gives off a misleading impression or makes me look dishonest. 

I am not and hope that the NMC will understand the realities of working within 

a role such as the one I have. 

I did advise in 2017 that I intended to retire. I can as mentioned above confirm 

that 1 have now fully retired. I will not be in contact with any patients and even 

if the NMC is concerned about patient safety, please know that I will not be 

nursing so there is no reason for them to worry about safety. The NMC can take 

me off the register as I have not revalidated. I know that this Panorama 

documentary will make everyone think nurses are bad. I have been a good, hard 

working nurse all my career and always put patients first. I am sorry if my 

actions will have let people down but I feel that as I am no longer nursing and 

will not be in future that the public and the NMC do not need to punish me more 

or worry about anything. This has been incredibly difficult for me because of 

the documentary and how it has been so public. I just cannot think about this 

matter anymore. 

Whatever the NMC's decision, I will not be engaging any further with this 

investigation or any hearing. This is not intended to be disrespectful or 

uncaring. I just have to focus on my family and health first. 

Criticisms made of me by Sandra Calver 

54. At paragraph 42 of the witness statement of Ms Calver (page 19 and 20 of 

NMC000047) she claims that she heard me say on the Panorama programme that I 

would not record the use of restraint. I do not believe that I made any such comment, 

and I did record the use of force, as I have explained in this statement. 

55. Also, at paragraph 42 of Ms Calver's statement it is alleged that I made a 

deliberately incomplete record of the incident, and that I was required to complete 

an Incident Report. Ms Calver exhibits the Guidance Notes for Completion of 
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Incident Report Forms as Exhibit SC8. However, as I have already explained, the 

Incident Report is for completion by the Incident Reporting Officer, which was 

DCO Tulley, and I completed and caused to be completed all the forms that I 

believed that I was required to complete. 

56. At paragraph 43 of Ms Calver's statement, she refers to the Incident Report of DCM 

Loughton. As I was not present in relation to this incident, I am not sure what point 

she is seeking to make. Ms Calver exhibits DCM Loughton's Incident Report as 

Exhibit SC9 and refers to the flowchart, "Which Report is Required" (see page 43 

of NMC000011). As I have already explained in this statement the responsibility 

for producing an Incident Report in relation to the second incident involving D1527 

on 25 April 2017 lay with DCO Tulley, and the reason that there is no Incident 

Report in relation to the second incident involving D1527 on 25 April 2017 is 

because DCO Tulley did not complete one. I believe that I completed, or caused to 

be completed, all the forms and notes that I was required to complete. 

57. At paragraph 44 of her statement Ms Calver confirms that the only part of a Use of 

Force Report that a member of Healthcare completes is the form F213. Ms Calver 

states that Mariola Makucka, who completed the form F213 in relation to D1527, 

may have been called down "after the incident". This is not correct. Ms Makucka 

was present between the first and second incidents (together with three other 

members of Healthcare staff), as shown in the video evidence and explained in this 

statement. Ms Calver states that, "The F213 should definitely have been written by 

Jo as she was a witness to the incident". This is not correct. I was not a witness to 

the first incident and as I have explained there were four other members of the 

Healthcare team who attended the scene, including RMN Dalia Dowd, who spoke 

with DI527 at length following the first incident. The Form F213 relates to both the 

first and second incidents (as confirmed in the PSU report). No member of the 

Healthcare Team was witness to the first Incident and Form 213 does not require an 

account of the incident from the Healthcare team, nor does it specify that a particular 

member of the Healthcare team should complete it. Form F213 requires, at section 
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3, a record of injuries, and a record of injuries was provided. Sections 1 and 2 of the 

form arc to be completed by the Supervising Officer. As already stated, this would 

have been DCM Loughton in respect of the first incident and DCO Tulley in respect 

of the second incident. 

58. Also at paragraph 44, Ms Calver states that my shift ended at 9:30 pm. This is 

incorrect. My shift ended at 19:30. 1 stayed long after my shift ended to attend to 

D1527 and to complete my notes. Ms Makucka assisted with this process by 

completing the Healthcare section of form F213. The form F213 was annexed to 

the Use of Force report completed by DCM Loughton. It could not be annexed to a 

Usc of Force Form in connection with the second incident involving D1527 because 

DCO Tulley did not complete a Use of Force Form. 

59. At paragraph 45 of her statement Ms Calver states that she would have expected me 

to have said "MEDICAL EMERGENCY TAKE HANDS OFF". However, from 

my position by the door of the room I could not see that DCO Paschali had placed 

his hands on the neck of D1527. Ms Calver assumes that I had a view of the incident 

that I did not. 

60. At paragraph 47 of her statement Ms Calver criticises the notes I made on System 

1. I did the best I could in the circumstances. It is not correct to state that the second 

incident occurred at 20:43. It was earlier than this as is clearly demonstrated in this 

statement. Ms Calver states that my notes were timed at 20:28. This would fit with 

my understanding of the timeline and is at a time following both the first and second 

incidents, and not in between the incidents as Ms Calver suggests. Ms Calver 

criticises me for not recording blood pressure. However, this was not possible given 

D1527's demeanour and I recorded the fact that visual observations only had been 

carried out due to D1527's demeanour in the ACDT notes. 

61. I note that at paragraph 48 Ms Calvcr accepts that my note within the ACDT log 

was appropriate. 
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62. Ms Calver made a supplementary statement on 21 June 2019 and at paragraph 9 of 

that statcmcnt (page 25 of NMC000047) Ms Calvcr states, "The F213 is a form that 

should be completed following an incident by every person involved in that 

incident." This is evidently incorrect from the guidance within the form F213. Ms 

Calvcr goes on, "I would expect the registrant to have written a statcmcnt 

commenting on the safety of the patient during the restraint and the use of force 

either planned or unplanned". I am surprised that Ms Calver should make this 

comment, it was not the practice of the Healthcare team that she managed, nor am 

I aware of any requirement to take the actions that she refers to. 

63. At paragraph 15 of the supplementary statement Ms Calvcr states that she heard an 

officer say that D1527 was being choked. I have viewed and listened to the 

recording of the incident in detail, and I can hear no such statement, and I repeat 

that I was not aware that DCO Paschali had placed his hands on the neck/throat of 

D1527. 

Criticisms made of me by DCO Callum Tulley 

64. DCO Tulley made a statement in the NMC fitness to practice proceedings which is 

at page 2 of NMC000047. At paragraph 17, DCO Tulley states that he had spoken 

to me on a handful of occasions (which i can confirm is correct) and, "My 

impression of Jo from this contact was that she was quite cold with me, the 

detainees, and those detention officers who were more sympathetic towards the 

detainees." This highly prejudicial comment is not correct and has no proper 

evidential basis. 

65. At paragraph 37 of his statement, DCO Tulley states that I made no effort to get 

involved. However, D1527 was being restrained by four officers on the floor of a 

small room. I was stood by the door and could not physically become involved, and 

it was not my role to do so. I was not aware that DCO Paschali had placed his hands 

on the neck of D1527. This is supported by a statement made by Mr Tulley at 

paragraph 35 of his statement where he states, "But, because colleague F was 
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kneeling by Detainee A's head with his back towards the cell door and had his body 

arched over Detainee A, I cannot say exactly what Jo was able to see". I believe that 

DCO Tulley is referring to DCO Paschali as colleague F. 

66. At paragraph 46 of his statement, DCO Tulley states, "as we had all used force on 

Detainee A, we should all have completed use of force reports, but colleague F was 

saying that, as it stood, we wouldn't be doing this". DCO Tulley gives the 

impression to the NMC that I was required to complete a Use of Force Report which 

was not the case. Further, Mr Tulley omits to inform the NMC that it was his sole 

responsibility to complete an Incident Report as the Incident Reporting Officer and 

to complete a Usc of Force Form as the Supervising Officer. He also gives the 

impression that he was in some way obliged to follow the direction of DCO 

Paschali, whereas both DCO Tulley and DCO Paschali were of the same seniority. 

67. At paragraph 47 Mr Tulley suggests that 1 was involved in a cover up. He states, 

"When Colleague F said that we were not going to record the incident as a use of 

force, he would have needed everyone to agree to this, including Jo. If Jo had 

referred to a use of force or restraint in her clinical write-up, this could obviously 

get colleagues in trouble for not disclosing it." Contrary to what DCO Tulley states 

I did refer to the use of force in my notes and I was in no way involved in a cover 

up. The only person that I spoke to after the incident about recording the use of 

force was DCO Tulley. I am shocked that he should accuse me of a cover up when 

it was his responsibility to complete an Incident Report and a Use of Force Report, 

not mine. I completed, or caused to be completed, the forms and records that I was 

required to complete. When I read to him the note that I had made in the ACDT log 

I was doing so in order that he had an opportunity to comment. It was DCO Tulley 

who saw that DCO Paschali had placed his hands on the neck of D1527 and heard 

DCO Paschali threaten to "put him to sleep", not me. He was at liberty to inform 

me of what he had seen and heard so that I could add it to my entry or to make his 

own entry, but he did not. 
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68. At page 15 of CPS000025 it is recorded that Yan, "Sort of thanked Callum saying 

and [sic] forgotten healthcare was there". This supports my position that I was not 

involved in any cover up. 

69. Mr Tullcy made a witness statement to the police on 23 November 2017 

(SXP000120). I note that he failed to mention to the police that it was his 

responsibility to complete an Incident Report and a Use of Force Report, while 

giving the impression that he was obliged to follow an instruction from DCO 

Paschali. I also note that the two DCMs who were involved in incidents with D1527 

on 24 and 25 April 2017 (DCM Loughton and DCM Ring) both completed Incident 

Reports and Usc of Force Reports so it cannot be suggested that there was any 

pressure from managers not to complete the forms. 

70. 1 note that in the Inquiry hearings Mr Tulley accused me of being part of a 

conspiracy. The transcript of day 7 of the hearings at page 110 reads: 

Q. What did he tell you and what did you understand by it? 

A. Yan approached me and said that that wasn't a use offorce. He said, "Listen, 

that wasn't a use offorce", and then he said to me that, as it stood, there would 

be no use offorce report. 

Q. Yes. 

A. That was a clear instruction that we should cover up what had happened. 

Q. Jo Buss effectively  repeated the same 

A. Jo Buss 

Q. - right towards the end, that Yan had said, "No use offorce report", so she 

was going to write up the minimum? 

A. She conspired in the coverup, yes, sir 

71. Only DCO Tulley knows why he did not complete the forms he was required to 

complete. What I take exception to is DCO Tulley seeking to blame me and to 

accuse me of involvement in a cover up when it was DCO Tulley who told me that 
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there would be no Use of Force Report; when it was his responsibility to complete 

a Usc of Force Report and an Incident Report; and given the fact that I was the only 

person who made any records of the second incident involving D1527 (on three 

separate occasions). 

Further observations 

72. D1527 was under the care of the Mental Health Nurses both before and after the 

incidents on 25 April 2017. He was attended by RMN Dalia Dowd in between the 

first and second incidents that day, and she was aware of his attempts at self-harm. 

It has been suggested that the failure to record information prejudiced the ongoing 

medical care being provided to D1527. However, I do not believe this to be the case. 

D1527 was receiving significant input from Healthcare and the difficulties he was 

experiencing while detained were well documented. Further, the events of 25 April 

2017 were documented by me, including three incidents of self-harm and two 

separate uses of force. There was no requirement for me to make a mental health 

referral, as D1527 was already under the care of the Mental Health Nurses. 

73. Prior to making this statement to the Inquiry I sought to avoid the issues involved 

at all costs, even to the extent of making false admissions to serious charges in the 

fitness to practice proceedings. I realise that I have been foolish to bury my head in 

the sand. However, now that I understand the issues and know the full facts, I am 

shocked that DCO Tulley has criticised me for failures that were his responsibility, 

and that he alleges I was involved in a conspiracy when the only person who told 

me that there would be no Use of Force Report was him. 

74. I sincerely regret referring to D1527 as an arse, and I apologise to D1527. I have 

paid a heavy price for this misplaced comment. However, I recognise that it has 

given some credence to the more serious allegations made against me, which I 

strongly deny. 
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Statement of Truth 

1 believe that the facts stated in this witness statement are true. 1 understand that 

proceedings for contempt of court may be brought against anyone who makes, or 

causes to be made, a false statement in a document verified by a statement of truth 

without an honest belief in its truth. 

I am content for this witness statement to form part of the evidence before the Brook 

House Inquiry and to be published on the Inquiry's website. 

Name 

Joanne Buss 

Signature 
I , Signature 

Date 21 February 2022 
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